REPUTATION IN RUINS?
A GUIDE TO REDEMPTION

ASHLEY JUDD ON ENEMIES & FRIENDS
by SALMA HAYEK

CRYPTOS AT THE GATE:
HOW TO SPOT A BITCOIN BILLIONAIRE

ROYAL WEDDING INTEL
THE GOWN. THE FLOWERS.
THE JEWELS. THE AFTERPARTY.
S O C I A L  N E T W O R K
PEOPLE, PLACES, AND PARTIES

THE T&C DREAM HOUSE

Intelligent LIVING

EVERY SINGLE HIGH-TECH TOY, GADGET, AND INVESTMENT APPLIANCE REQUIRED TO BUILD A FANTASY SMART HOME—FROM THE GROUND UP.

BIRD’S EYE
If you’re dropping $85 million on a Beverly Hills pad designed by Paul McClean, like this one, hidden cameras to case the 22,000-square-foot place are vital. NEST.COM

ACCESS DENIED
Up to 10 vehicles can park behind this gold-toned façade. Want to protect your wheels? A bulletproof garage door is a good start. GRAINGER.COM

CLOSE UP
Next-generation doorbell security cameras, equipped with facial recognition software, grant access to familiar visitors. WISENETLIFE.COM
“My obsession is Santa Barbara umbrellas. They’re completely customizable.”
— Alex Papachristidis, décorator

**Fresh DIRECT**

**OUTDOOR ELEMENTS FOR THE ULTIMATE ALFRESCO EXPERIENCE.**

**Palm Springs**
Fadeproof and bleach-cleanable, this supremely durable textile is ready to face the elements.
- SUNBRELLA TROPICS JUNGLE FABRIC ($43 PER YARD), SUNBRELLA.COM

**Steel Trap**
This grill is voice-activated and Wifi-enabled, and it automatically cooks based on user commands.
- LYNX SMARTGRILL (FROM $6,539), LYNXGRILLS.COM

**Fire Safety**
This flame pit looks like a chunk of limestone, but it’s made from high-performance reinforced concrete that’s heat resistant.
- RH, RESTORATION HARDWARE FIRE TABLE ($5,845), RH.COM

**Bigger Splash**
You can see pieces by Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby at the V&A and the Met—and now poolside.
- DEDON TIBBO BEACH CHAIR ($5,700), DEDON.DE

**Head SPACE**
All good things in life start with a proper night’s rest. Some products to facilitate yours.

**Dream On**
500-thread-count Egyptian cotton sheets, sumptuous curtains, and calming wallpaper are de rigueur (see Danielle Rollins’s idyllic bedroom, right). But a custom mattress made by hand by an artisan from horsehair, cashmere, and wool? A game changer.
- SAVOIR BEDS KING NO. 1 BEDSET MATTRESS, BOX SPRING, AND TOPPER ($87,350), SAVOIRBEDS.COM

**Shady Deal**
This smart shade system auto-adjusts based on your sleeping patterns.
- HUNTER DOUGLAS POWERVIEW WINDOW TREATMENT SYSTEM (PRICE ON REQUEST), HUNTERDUGLAS.COM